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Notes:
• The long flat edge at the top of the cover is a fold (not a cut) so tape the two halves of pattern together along that edge to make a complete pattern.
• This pattern is for the final size of the cover, so you need to add your own seam material along the length of the curved edge of the cover.
• You may wish to add material to hem the openings at the neck and at the rear of the bag, unless you plan on adding fringe, a common trim on bagpipe bag covers. Add any such fringe before sewing the cover along the curve, which should be the final step.
• The sleeves for the various stocks should be 1.5" to 2.25" tall. Cut four rectangular pieces of material about 10" long by your desired height with enough for attaching. Sew any fringe onto the sleeves. Then sew them into a ring approximately 7.5" around at which point you can attach them to the bag.
• This pattern is designed for a bag played under the left arm, the typical situation.

If you have any comments, fill out a contact form at BagpipeJourney.com
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